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Topology optimization is a powerful tool having capability of generating new solution to engineering design problems, while these
designs enhance manufacturability and reduce manufacturing costs in a computational setting. Mesh-independent convergence
and other techniques have been widely used as topology optimization technique, but they produce gray transition regions which is
not a favorable condition for any material. In this article, a modified topology optimization formulation using a new function has
been proposed. -e suggested scheme makes use of the Heaviside Projection Method (HPM) to continuum topology opti-
mization. Such technique is helpful to obtain the minimum length scale influence on void and solid phases. Application of this
proposed approach is implemented to obtain the minimum compliance for macrostructures. Numerical remarkable examples
illustrate the noteworthy value of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction

A process in which the optimization of substance results
within a known structural space is used for assumed load
parameters and limit circumstances to obtain the top figure
occurrence of the structure is called topology optimization.
An inspiring effort by Bendsoe and Kikuchi [1] first in-
troduced a sensible design tool to obtain required outcomes
for structural optimization problems.-e technique appears
for the most suitable distribution of material inside a layout
space through minimization objective function situation to a
set of design constraints. After that, numerous researchers
make different kinds of efforts to improve the procedure.
Deaton and Grandhi [2] introduced the density-centered
method to be prominent because of simple modification to
finite element codes.-is technique explainsmetamorphosis
of the model layout, iterative aspect, and slow transfor-
mation in every new upcoming layout that renovates keen
on the dense, outdated, and also immoderate-performance

shape. Density-based technique for topology optimization
[3] have been developed to such an extent that the structures
for numerous engineering categories are implemented using
advanced computational means, especially in favor of
aerospace and automotive to achieve optimal weight, stiff-
ness, strength, and frequency with the help of design ob-
jectives. It is known that the density fundamental variables
lie in the range of 1 and 0 [4]. In topology, optimization
filtering has the most important role in research subject.
Filtering operation is used to find out the resulting structure
of geometry, although it has many modifications and
fluctuations to examine Heaviside projection. In nondensity
topology optimization, to modify length scale, we put in the
order level set approach as well as phase-field approach.
Density technique is used by means of density filer to sort
out merely boundary outcomes. Optimized structure solu-
tion cannot be obtained because occasionally it is merely a
conceptual layout theory. -erefore, in topology optimiza-
tion production, constraints have an essential role for the
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solution of the optimized structure. Lazarov et al. [5] have
already deliberated in detail.

A large number of researchers have played a role to
improve computational competence. Just like that, for
minimization weight with several constraints, Long Kai et al.
[6] improved capable, diagonally quadratic design. Mar-
uyama et al. [7] established a methodology of an external
variable to find out the design problem of optimal topology
by means of incorporating external variables, where both the
external variables and the material distribution are at the
same time as optimized. Zhang et al. [8] used the topology
optimization method by the means of moving morphable
components for a rib-stiffened structure. In moving
morphable components’ structure, more than one substance
can be executed without difficulty, in addition, reducing
significant number of structure variables and degree of
freedoms in evaluation. Parr [9] used robust optimization to
modify design insensitivity and structural parameters. -ere
are numerous kinds of problems, such as geometric hurdles
[10], functioning loading problems [11], and substance
problems [12]. In the matter of loading problems, Calafiore
and Dabbene [13] explained two different techniques aimed
at producing nondeterministic structure layout, which are
useful to minimize, particularly, structure coupled with
mean value objective problems. Zhao andWang [14] worked
at the robust optimization of isotropic substance design
along with loading variability problems. Similarly, many
other researchers worked at robust topology optimization
for improvement and sustainability. Long et al. [15]
explained that topological optimizes that the problem could
be well posed as a second-order quadratic. -ere are dif-
ferent kinds of topology optimization expressions, such as
evolutionary technique, bidirectional evolutionary tech-
nique [16], homogenization technique [17], and solid iso-
tropic material with penalization techniques [18, 19], already
operating magnificently to solve the different kinds of
structural issues and took appreciated notice from different
engineering disciplines. -ese abovementioned popular
approaches are utilized to solve a wide range of topological
optimization difficulties in explicit and implicit process. To
distinguish the optimal structural topology in solid isotropic
material with penalization, we identify black and white al-
location through a pixel image; similarly, we take out the
level set from TDF specified at given structure limitation.
Both, the level set technique and solid isotropic material with
penalization (SIMP) technique, solve topology optimization
difficulties in an implicit way. We sum up the existing
complications with regarding to implicit approach as fol-
lows. First of all, it is not easy to manipulate the design
feature dimensions. -e design feature dimensions play the
most important role in production structure. Since it is
difficult to create a relation among the optimization model
and CAD modeling structure in implicit optimization with
due different structural geometric representations without
explicit geometric information, researchers proposed a
unique procedure to obtain the complete length control [20].
Secondly, the implicit method for the 3D topology opti-
mization problem usually involves many numbers of vari-
ables which are required as compared to explicit technique.

When topology optimization (TO) persuades multiphysics,
in that case, we obtain difficult numerical problem that put
us away from a noteworthy convergence by optimization
procedures due to strong coupling of optimization and
analysis models.

In this article, we suggest a modified robust formulation
using another function. -e said formulation associates
three projections that are keen on a max-min problem. First,
it would be helpful to obtain the minimum length scale
influence on void and solid phases to produce a robust,
optimized structure. In addition, it attains a brief layout
correspondingly 0/1 phases to moderate β values. -e
standard Heaviside filtering method is manipulated to make
sure the white and black phases cannot obtain length scale
control on void and solid phases in topology optimization
[21]. -e modified Heaviside projection established scheme
can afford to manipulate the length scale on the void phase,
and on the opposite side, the original Heaviside projection
can afford only minimum length scale control on the solid
phase [22]. We cannot obtain length scale influence on both
phases, solid and void, by establishing the volume-pre-
serving projection scheme [23].

-e rest of this paper is ordered as follows. In Section 2,
we explain the essential problem setting (such as explained
in Sigmund article) [24]. Section 3 defines robust topology
optimization for impression of the three optimized design
projections for efficient linear evolution density from 0 to 1,
respectively. Section 4 indicates the numerical examples that
certify the efficiency of the implement the newly function.
We summarize the most important conclusion in Section 5.

2. Methodology

2.1. Topology Optimization Formulation. To treasure out the
optimal distribution of material which links up the con-
straints of the objective function within the simplified
mathematical description, prior to fixing the optimization
problem, our elementary job is to make its mathematical
model according to the basic problem demand. Otherwise,
the optimized layout could not be precious. -e optimiza-
tion problem, such as one node associated to hinges acting in
complaint mechanism layout, is overlooked. -e mathe-
matical method aimed at the essential minimum compliance
problem may be proposed such as described by Wang et al.
[25]:

min
ρ

: f(ρ) � I
T
u,

s.t. :

Ku � f,

fv(ρ) �
i∈Ne

ρivi

V
≤V
∗
,

0≤ ρi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ Ne,

(1)

where K is the global stiffness matrix derived through finite
element discretization, u and f denote the global dis-
placement and force vectors to the system, respectively, Ne
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represents the set of finite element indices, ρi is the physical
density associated by means of every structure element, vi is
the volume of an individual cell i, v signifies the volume of
the structure sphere of influence, and V∗ is the prescribed
volume fraction which can be interested by material. In
order to simplify the matrix K, the element stiffness is as-
sociated with material stiffness and represented as
Ki � EiK0, where K0 represents unit stiffness coupled with
Ei, which represents the stiffness of material utilizing the
SIMP approach, where the material interpolation method
can be described as

Ei � Emin + ρp
i E0 − Emin( , (2)

where E0 and p denote the stiffness of the material and
penalization factor (p≤ 3) and Emin represents a precise
number the stiffness of void material which helps stiffness
matrix not to be singular.

2.2. Sensitivity Analysis. Using the adjoint procedure, sen-
sitivity objective function is calculated corresponding to
change in the physical structure variables ρi by adjoint
sensitivity analysis as follows:

zf

zρ
� λTdK

dρi

u, (3)

where λ represents the global adjoint vector obtained from
Kλ� −I.

2.3. Filtering. To control the topology optimization prob-
lems, we get through the density-based filter method. First of
all, Burns and Tortorelli [26] proposed a process to obtained
optimal solution for nonlinear elastic design and yielding
procedures; later on, Bourdin [27] verified this mathemat-
ically. -e essential awareness of the density filter can be
expressed as the following two terms. First, for discrete
elements in given structure domain nominates density
variables which may be constantly changed in specific in-
terval between 0 and 1. Second, compute the weight coef-
ficient of target elements w.r.t. the function as a consequence
find-out filter radius. Finally, the system is capable to find
out the filtered density with the help of density-based filter
function.

With passing time, many reforms of the algorithm have
already been put forward in literature. As an alternative,
good form explanation of the layout can be acquired by
civilizing the finite element mesh; however, optimization
process may add some minor details according to the mesh
and converge the solution in a different manner. As a result,

the length scale in achieved structure depends on mesh size
and likewise goes through from the famous checkerboard
pathology on behalf of low-order elements.

According to the key point, the physical element density
is a weighted average of the neighbouring structure vari-
ables, wherein the neighbourhood is described in the di-
rection of manipulating a circle in 2D or sphere in 3D along
with respect to distinct radius. Consequently, projection
models have been planned in such a way that project-filtered
structures in specific interval are presented between 0 and 1,
as proposed by Bruns and Tortorelli [26]:

ρi � j∈Ne,i
ω xj vjρjj∈Ne,i

ω xj vj, (4)

where density filter and projection with specified numbers
zero/one represent ρi and ρi. Ne,i is usually identified by the
elements that enclose centers in a filter for element i, ω(Xj)

denote the weighting function which is assumed as linearly
decaying with corresponding increasing distance. Filter
radius is R and Xi and Xj suppress coordinates at center of
the design cells i and j. In the following, we defined
mathematically ω(Xj) as

ω xj  � R − xj − xi



. (5)

Now, take the derivative of equation (4) w.r.t. the design
variables as well as

zρi

zρj

� ω xj vjj∈Ne,i
ω xj vj. (6)

-e sensitivities of the objective and the projection
function of the filtered density ρi(ρi) are modified applying
the chain rule:

zf

zρj

� 
i∈Ne,j

zf

zρi

zρi

zρi

zρi

zρj

 . (7)

2.4. 6reshold Projection. Xu et al. [28] proposed the pro-
jection function with respect to Heaviside function which
needs to be have required properties and can be written
mathematically as

ρi �
0≤ ρi ≤ η,

η≤ ρi < 1.
 (8)

Here, in equation (8), the ρi filtered density and η pa-
rameter values are lying between zero to one.

By introducing beta (β) parameter, the physical density
can be modified as

ρi �

η e
− β 1− ρi/η( )( ) − 1 −

ρi

η
 e

− β
 , 0≤ ρi ≤ η,

(1 − η) e
− β ρi− η( )/(1−η)( ) +

ρi − η( e
− β

(1 − η)
  + η, η≤ ρi < 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)
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Here, expression of (9) shows that the Heaviside func-
tion is the continuous function. If we take η � 0, then the
value of ρi (9) is degenerated to ρi filter density which makes
sure to minimize length scale on the solid phase that can be
noted down as

ρi � 1 − e
− βρi + ρie

− β
 . (10)

When η � 1, then the behavior of projected physical
density ρi correspond to the modified Heaviside filter and
performs right opposite to (10). It makes sure to minimize
length scale on the void phase that can be written as

ρi � e
− β 1−ρi( ) − 1 − ρi( e

− β
 . (11)

Here, we describe concise and naiver manifestation that
rests on the sigmoid function in spite of traditionally de-
scribed using tanh function. -e tanh function expression
has already been defined [29, 30]. -e tanh-based function is
described as

ρi �
tanh(βη) + tanh β ρi − η( ( 

tanh(βη) + tanh(β(1 − η))
. (12)

-e alternative expression provides easier and faster
projection method of computing rather than the described
threshold projection obtained from (9). -is easier and
shorter alternative sigmoid-based function expression can
be written down as

ρi �
σ(βη) + σ β ρi − η( ( 

σ(βη) + σ(β(1 − η))
, (13)

σ(x) �
b

1 + e
(− a·∗(x− c))

+ d, (14)

zρi

zρi

�
(aβ) · ∗ σβ ρi − η(  · ∗ 1 − σ β ρi − η( ( /b( (  − 3 d

σ(βη + σ(β(1 − η))
. (15)

When β approaches to∞, then sigmoid-based function
expression provides results similar to tanh-based function
expression as obtained by (9). Here a, b, c, and d are constant
parameters. -e comparison graph shows the behavior of
sigmoid and tanh functions and is shown in Figure 1. In
applied optimization procedure, parameter beta commands
the sharpness of the projection in the transition zone. In
order to make sure there is differentiability in the optimi-
zation, in addition, to avoid local minima, we construct a
convenient proposal where the beta is gradually increased
from 2 to 64. Beta should be greater than zero; generally,
parameter beta minimum value is 0.1 at first. Typically, the
starting point value of parameter is β � 2 which gradually
increase two times 2∗ β with respect to proceeding after
each 50 number of iterations and the maximum value for β is
reached up to 64. Figure 2 explains the behavior of ρi which
depends on the threshold projection, parameters β and η,
respectively, and the initial design for MMB example, which
slightly proceeds with respect to the parameter β value.

Sigmund introduced a gray level indicator to measure
the discreteness of the obtained optimized design [31]:

Mn d �


n
i�1 4ρi 1 − ρi( 

n
× 100%. (16)

If all elements’ density distribution is equal to zero or
one, the value of Mn d � 0%; then, converged design out-
comes will be completely discrete. On the contrary, if all
element density distribution is equal to 0.5, Mn d � 100%;
then, obviously converged design outcomes would be gray.
However, the value of indicator Mn d also differentiates in
multiple projection phase cases. -e obtained projection
structure layout from equations (9) and (13) are basically

impossible to differentiate with a little higher gray level for
sigmoid projection at. So, we conclude that the 0/1 threshold
projections could not deliver suitable results in favor of
complaint mechanism illustration.

3. Robust Topology Optimization Formulation

In topology optimization using the density-based method,
the material distribution allocation is with respect to the
density distribution vector ρ. It is an idea already described
by sigmoid 2009, i.e, to obtaining the robust topology op-
timization with regard to uniform dilated density. -e di-
lated density is represented as ρd

� ρd
(ρ), intermediate

density ρi
� ρi

(ρ), and eroded density ρe
� ρe

(ρ). -ese
densities can be expressed by applying the threshold pro-
jection with 1 − η, 0.5, and η, respectively. -e given opti-
mization problem (1) can be written down as

min
ρ

: maxf ρe
(ρ)( , f ρi

(ρ) , f ρd
(ρ) ,

: K ρe
( u

e
� f,

: K ρi
 u

i
� f,

: K ρd
 u

d
� f,

: fv(ρ) �
i∈Ne

ρivi

V
≤V
∗
,

: 0≤ ρi ≤ 1.

(17)

-e solution for three finite element problems needs to
be acquired as the sensitivities of objective w.r.t. variables are
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dependent on the solution and utilization of the chain rule
for the implementation of robust function. Figure 3 shows
the impression of the three optimized design projections for
efficient linear evolution density from 0 to 1, respectively.
-e decrease in element size is obvious from the dilated case
to the eroded case for a solid phase when the topology used
for optimized designs is the same. At the same time the void
phase tends to increase. To ensure the fulfilment of min/max
of the objective function, the manufacturing error bound for
both phases are defined via difference between three designs.

4. Numerical Analysis for Proposed Model

4.1. MBB Cantilever-Density Filtering. In this section, there
are numerous explanatory numerical examples to elaborate
the worthy value of the suggested technique. As a usual go
through for analysis, the execution of numerical solution
methodology, the participating material properties, geom-
etry data, and applied external loads are all given as

dimensionless. Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the
material are fixed as 0.3 and 1, respectively. To numerically
solve the optimization of two-dimensional plane stress
problems, we used the method of moving asymptotes as an
optimizer. Figure 4 shows the initial structure domain of the
MBB beam.

4.2. Density Filtering with Dimension 2×1. In this section,
2D cantilever beam examples are shown in the Figure 5
which demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed robust
optimized topologies invention is useful. -e design domain
is represented with respect to different discretization nelx
and nely and the number of elements in the horizontal and
vertical direction; volume fraction is taken as 0.5 for all
results. -e particular penalization vector P � 3 in addition
to Young’s modulus is 1. -e passion ration value is given as
0.3. -is figure shows three density distributions eroded,
intermediate, and dilated result. Results shown in Figure 5

-5 0 5

1

0

-1

tanh

-5 0 5

1

0

-1

sigmoid

Figure 1: Activation function comparison graph.
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depicts the robust, optimized formulation to make sure
mesh-independent designs. -e said designs and the mor-
phology filters consist of matching properties such as that in
conventional density filters carried out.

Figures 6(a) to 6(c) show that robust topology optimi-
zation has the same density filtering size, but mesh refine-
ment cells go up for the beam with dimension 2×1, and

Figure 6(c) shows a little bit complicated topology optimized
structure due to reducing half rmin value with the FE mesh
cell. Figure 6 shows fine resolution result.

4.3. Density Filtering with Dimension 3×1. -e initial op-
timized structure is shown in Figure 6.-is figure also shows

L

HLoad

Figure 5: -e initial structure domain of the MBB Beam.
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β

no of iterations

Figure 3: -e initial design for MBB example.

Filtering Projection

–r2∆ρ + ρ = ρ~~

→ →ρ ρ (ρ)~ ρ (ρ(ρ))~≈

ρ =≈ σ (βη)+σ (β(ρi–η))~

σ (βη)+σ (β(1–η))

Figure 4: Robust topology optimization density filtering mesh cells for the beam with dimension 2×1.
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three density distributions: eroded, intermediate, and dilated
designs, and for the finite element design, domain is dis-
cretized as 300×100, 450×150, and 600× 200 with di-
mension 4×1, respectively. Figures 7(a)–7(c) show that
robust topology optimization has the same density filtering
size, but mesh refinement cells go up for the beam with
dimension 3×1, and Figure 7(d) shows a little bit compli-
cated topology optimized structure due to reducing half
rmin with the FE mesh cell.

Here, f denotes compliance. -e compliance for
eroded topology is always higher due to the repetitive
dependence on volume fraction and material density in
the objective function, and practically, the formulation of

min-max for the compliance corresponds to minimizing,
but there is no effect on the original and dilated one.
Similarly, for the dilated topology, the compliance is low.
For dilated, eroded, and intermediate, obtained designs
have similar proposed topology for all cases. We sug-
gested value η � 0.25 for eroded, η � 0.5 for intermediate,
and η � 0.75 for dilated design. -is suggests that there is
no vivid advantage of the robust design for a simple
compliance minimizing problem. -e obtained robust
design is valuable for nano- and microfabrication. -ere
is full control of the minimum solid and void length scale
which makes a remarkable design by intermediate ρi

design.

(i) nelx = 200, nely = 100

(ii) nelx = 400, nely = 200

(iii) nelx = 400, nely = 200

(a) Eroded design
f = 141.151, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.25

(d) Eroded design
f = 112.385, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.25

(g) Eroded design
f = 91.778, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.25

(b) Intermediate design
f = 101.985, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.50

(e) Intermediate design
f = 95.413, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.5

(h) Intermediate design
f = 87.204, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.5

(c) Dilated design
f = 85.171, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.75

(f) Dilated design
f = 85.684, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.75

(i) Dilated design
f = 84.134, volfrac = 0.5, η=0

Figure 6: Robust topology optimization density filtering mesh cells for the beam with dimension 2×1. (a)nelx � 200, nely � 100, (1) eroded
design: f � 141.151, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.25; (2) intermediate design: f � 101.985, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.50; (3) dilated design:
f � 85.171, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.75; (b)nelx � 400, nely � 200, (1) eroded design: f � 112.385, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.25; (2) inter-
mediate design: f � 95.413, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.5; (3) dilated design: f � 85.684, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.75; (c)nelx � 400, nely � 200,
(1) eroded design:f � 91.778, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.25; (2) intermediate design:f � 87.204, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.5; (3) dilated design:
f � 84.134, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.
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(i) nelx = 300, nely = 100 (ii) nelx = 450, nely = 150

(iii) nelx = 600, nely = 200 (iv) nelx = 600, nely = 200

(a) Eroded design
f = 270.821, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.25

(a) Eroded design
f = 290.009, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.25

(b) Intermediate design
f = 221.427, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.5

(b) Intermediate design
f = 231.488, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.5

(c) Dilated design
f = 197.730, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.75

(a) Eroded design
f = 303.678, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.25

(b) Intermediate design
f = 239.584, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.5

(c) Dilated design
f =208.391, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.75

(a) Eroded design
f = 260.614, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.25

(b) Intermediate design
f = 225.917, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.5

(c) Dilated design
f =205.157, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.75

(c) Dilated design
f = 201.422, volfrac = 0.5, η=0.75

Figure 7: Robust topology optimization density filtering mesh cells for the beam with dimension 3×1. (a)nelx � 300, nely � 100; (1) eroded
design: f � 270.821, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.25; (2) intermediate design: f � 221.427, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.5; (3) dilated design:
f � 197.730, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.75; (b)nelx � 450, nely � 150; (1) eroded design: f � 290.009, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.25; (2) inter-
mediate design: f � 231.488, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.5; (3) dilated design: f � 201.422, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.75;
(c)nelx � 600, nely � 200; (1) eroded design: f � 303.678, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.25; (2) intermediate design:
f � 239.584, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.5; (3) dilated design: f � 208.391, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.75; (d)nelx � 600, nely � 200; (1) eroded
design: f � 260.614, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.25; (2) intermediate design: f � 225.917, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.5; (3) dilated design:
f � 205.157, volfrac � 0.5, and η � 0.75.
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5. Conclusion

-e suggested approaches, such as Heaviside projections and
level set or phase-field methods, all proceed to smooth
boundary representation and help to more clearly define
topology results. -e main purpose of this article is to in-
troduce a new formulation to obtain minimum compliance
in contrast to conventional scheme.-e proposed method is
much stable and all test models run with the same parameter
settings. However, an added computational cost occurs to
compute the three separate finite element problems. De-
signing more refined geometric representations and engi-
neeringmodels is suitable for subsequent shape and sizing. A
transition from conceptual topology optimization to prac-
tical deployment of designs for emerging methods is re-
quired in the future. -is can be done by employing
engineering features in topology results, such as fillets,
planes, and beam sections. A high-fidelity analysis in an
automatic way would be extremely desirable in future for 3D
structures.
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